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Canada’s National Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy and 
what it means for the future of the country’s marine industry

BY ROBERT D’EON

T
he Canadian government has tabled several 
strategy and policy papers on sovereignty and 
defense in the last decade, notably Canada’s 
Northern Strategy and Canada First Defense 
Strategy (CFDS). A part of CFDS was the con-

cept that “Starting from the Government’s clearly 
defined roles and level of ambition for the Canadian 
Forces, the Strategy identifies the military capabilities 
required to meet these objectives, which in turn deter-
mine where investments are most needed.” Out of the 
CFDS came the National Shipbuilding Procurement 
Strategy (NSPS) for the recapitalization of Canada’s fed-
eral fleets, particularly the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) 
and the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG). The NSPS is one 
of the largest procurement programs ever undertaken 
by the Canadian government and affects the RCN, the 
CCG, and the marine industry of Canada as a whole. Our 
purpose here is to provide perspective on historic fleet 
development and to explore the benefits and challenges 
of the NSPS and associated major acquisition programs.

Originating from the Department of Marine and 
Fisheries, the Naval Service of Canada (the forerunner to 
the RCN) was given royal assent with the passing of the 

Naval Service Act of May 4, 1910. In the RCN’s 100-plus 
years of history, it has seen several periods of boom and 
bust. The RCN started modestly, entering World War One 
with 330 personnel, 2 ships, and 2 submarines, and end-
ing with almost 30 times the personnel and 25 times the 
ships, submarines, and patrol boats. Similarly, in World 
War Two, it began with almost 3,300 sailors and 13 ships, 
cresting at Victory in Europe Day with approximately 29 
times the personnel and 33 times the ships (briefly mak-
ing it the world’s 4th largest navy in 1945).

Post-World War Two, Canada took on a more 
anti-submarine role, decommissioned its last con-
ventionally-powered aircraft carrier in the 1960s, and 
oversaw the years of détente during the 1970s and 
1980s. The 1990s brought about another boom with 
the successful Canadian Patrol Frigate build program, 
but after 12 ships and no follow-on foreign military 
sales, there was attenuation within the Canadian 
shipbuilding industry, with the associated erosion of 
capability and capacity. The CCG also has experienced 
its ups and downs and has attempted to recapitalize its 
increasingly aging fleet over time. In the 2000s, Canada 
advanced its strategic vision and undertook a number 
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North Vancouver’s newest 
landmark: Vancouver Shipyard’s 
new 300-MT goliath gantry crane.
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of fleet modernization and acquisition projects for both the RCN 
and the CCG.

The RCN currently consists of approximately 18,800 personnel 
(regular force, naval reserve, and civilians) and a floating tonnage 
of approximately 95,000 MT (44 major and minor warships, ranging 
from destroyers to submarines to patrol/training vessels to sup-
port ships). The CCG consists of approximately 5,000 persons afloat 
and ashore and a floating tonnage of approximately 100,000 MT 
(119 vessels, ranging from icebreakers to patrol/science vessels to 
search and rescue vessels to air cushioned vehicles to small boats). 
Although still fulfilling their missions and roles, these vessels are 
aging and require recapitalization to maintain both fleets’ present 
and future capability.

Recapitalization
The historical backdrop of the boom and bust cycle for project-by-
project management of shipbuilding made it difficult to sustain a 
healthy Canadian marine industry. The attenuation of capability 
and capacity impacted Canadian industries’ ability to build large 
vessels efficiently. This in turn affected scheduling and budget-
ing, activities that were dependent upon a vibrant and competitive 
industry. Other navies also have experienced significant fiscal chal-

lenges in recent shipbuilding programs. Canada foresaw that timely 
and affordable recapitalization of its fleets and future capability 
was necessary. It therefore embarked on the strategic opportunity 
known as the NSPS.

The NSPS is a strategy to provide the foundations that will enable 
Canada to efficiently execute large vessel “design-then-build” proj-
ects, and support the industry’s sustainable development through a 
long-term approach to federal procurement. 

The NSPS will span 30 years and is based on three pillars, as follows.
Large ship construction pillar. This pillar addresses large ship 

projects (vessels over 1,000 tons) as a single program of work, esti-
mated at C$36.6 billion (US$33.5 billion) for up to 42 ships. Canada 
has established a strategic relationship with two Canadian ship-
yards, selected through an open competition, and subsequently 
designated them as sources of supply. The selection of the ship-
yards was announced on October 19, 2011. Irving Shipbuilding 

Inc. (ISI) will build the combat vessels package, which includes 
the arctic/offshore patrol ship (AOPS) and the Canadian surface 
combatant (CSC). Seaspan-Vancouver Shipyards Co. Ltd. (VSY) will 
build the non-combat vessel package, which includes the offshore 
fisheries science vessel (OFSV); the offshore oceanographic science 
vessel (OOSV); the joint support ship (JSS); the polar icebreaker 
(PI); the medium endurance multi-tasked vessel (MEMTV); and 
the offshore patrol vessel (OPV).

Small ship construction pillar. Canada will continue to have 
competition for procurements for vessels less than 1,000 tons 
among Canadian shipyards other than the shipyards selected (Irving 
Shipbuilding and Vancouver Shipyards) to build the large ships. This 
body of work is estimated at C$2 billion (US$1.8 billion) for approxi-
mately 116 vessels.

Ship repair, maintenance, and refit pillar. These requirements 
will also be subject to competition through publicly announced 
requests for proposals. Repair, maintenance, and refit are estimated 
at C$500-600 million (US$458-549 million) per year.

The NSPS contains strategic sourcing arrangements, referred to as 
umbrella agreements (UA), with the two designated large vessel ship-
yards. The UAs have no dollar value, as they are processes for business 
and relationship management, providing the governance structure and 
framework for the individual ship projects’ contract negotiations. The 
government allocates funding through the individual projects, each of 
which will have a specific individually negotiated contract.

The NSPS also applies a design-then-build phased approach to 
shipbuilding. Phase 1 is ancillary contracts, to clearly understand the 
requirements and initial design; phase 2 is production engineering/defi-
nition contracts, to mature the design to a production ready state; and 
phase 3 is construction contracts, to build the vessels.

This approach aims to mitigate the unknowns and risks, while 
attempting to improve the efficiencies of shipbuilding. Although 

* A stronger, mutually beneficial relationship with industry

*  Government ability to enable projects to meet the overall NSPS 
program schedule through a robust governance and decision making 
structure

*  Only two shipyards require upgrading to effectively meet the large 
vessel demand

*  NSPS-designated shipyards can do long-term planning and 
investment based on their order book and are undertaking 
infrastructure upgrades at no cost to Canada

*  Early engagement between the Crown and NSPS-designated 
shipyards on future builds

*  Better cost and technical risk fidelity for the Crown at significant 
build decision points

*  Open discussion of risk sharing and risk premiums among  
the stakeholders.

Table 1: Anticipated Benefits of the NSPS
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the CCG, and the marine industry 
of Canada as a whole.
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there were no build contracts signed as of July 2014, the government 
has strongly signaled its intent as it works closely with the two ship-
yards to develop designs in preparation for build.

To date, each party to the NSPS is progressing to realize future 
build projects. The shipyards have and continue to modernize their 
facilities and hire skilled staff, as well as engage potential suppliers 
to meet the signaled demand. The government has and continues 
to refine the requirements for each class of ship, to communi-
cate with the broader marine industry through events such as has 
hosted supplier engagements, and to build its relationship with the 
designated NSPS large vessel construction shipyards. The broader 
marine industry is participating in supplier engagement events and 
government-hosted “industry days,” and is preparing for supplier/
subcontracting opportunities.

Since the initial ministerial announcement in June 2010, the gov-
ernment has competitively selected the two shipyards for the large ship 
construction pillar, announced up to 10 proposed additional large CCG 
vessels, and prioritized the build of the JSS) before the PI. The Crown 
continues to negotiate the individual large ship contracts for the first 
project in each work package (AOPS for the surface combatants and 
OFSV for the non-combatants) and also is negotiating individual small 
ship contracts with other shipyards.

As with any complex endeavor, there will be challenges to work 
through and to overcome. The NSPS represents a new way of ship-
building for the government and industry. Managing expectations, 
cultural change, and fostered relationships will continue to evolve 
as the NSPS matures.

*  Within the RCN, Naval Materiel Assurance and the use of classification 
societies will need to keep pace with the Naval build schedules

*  With the potential for more reliance on classification societies comes 
a need for discipline with respect to design changes, as these will 
have impacts on maintaining within standards, timelines, and costs

*  Significant components of in-service support (ISS) are to be delivered 
by industry through performance-based, incentivized, and relational 
contract models. As for any class of ships, these ISS contracts will be a 
significant enabler to ships’ sustainment and availability, and represent 
a major portion of the through-life cost of the vessels

*  The procurement strategy for AOPS and JSS calls for one single combined 
through-life contract. Canada is engaging with industry to solicit best 
practices and to inform how best to meet the requirement

*   The projects within the NSPS encompass a significant and complex body 
of work. Within the non-combat package, there are numerous designs 
to be developed and built. Within the combat package, CSC itself 
represents a considerable, multifaceted design and build production

*  For the yards, there will be a requirement to hire and train a workforce 
to execute the individual build projects to an integrated NSPS program 
schedule, and to try to avoid production gaps associated with the 
historic boom and bust cycle.

Table 2: Potential NSPS Implementation Challenges

The robotic profile line in the subassembly shop at Seaspan’s Vancouver Shipyards will significantly improve efficiency compared to manual methods by automatically 
processing raw profiles from downloaded design files. It will also perform end cuts, bevels, snipes, rat holes, and internal penetrations.
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The numbers Up to 8 ships for C$3.1 billion (US$2.7 billion)

Highlights Integrated bridge navigation system and  
command management system

Service life 25 years

L/B/T 103.6 m/19 m/5.75 m or 340 ft./62.3 ft./18.8 ft.

Speed Capable of 17 knots open ocean. Mean speed of 
3 knots through one meter of  first-year ice with 
ten-tenths ice concentration

Range ≥6800 NM @ 14 knots

Endurance Sustained operations for ≥4 months

Propulsion Integrated electric propulsion and power system
4 x 3,600 kW (13.4 MW) diesel generator sets
2 x 4,500 kW main propulsion motors 
Bow thruster/retractable stabilization fins

Weapons Primary gun 25 mm, secondary weapons 2 x .50 cal

Sensors 2-D radar, electro optic infrared system

C4ISR High latitudes capable

Aviation Helo-capable (normal light) or Sikorsky CH-148 
Cyclone if required

Boats 2 x multi-purpose rigid hull inflatable boats); 
2 x mission fit boats; 1 x Landing Craft, Vehicle, 
Personnel); 1 x 10-person zodiac
(Mission fit boats would be enclosed lifeboats; 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, emergency 
response team, and special operation forces)

Flex space Aft for deck cargo and 6 TEU containers + 2 TEUs 
on flight deck (in overload) (Flight deck will be 
fouled while “overloaded”)

Crew Up to 65

Milestones March 2013: definition contract award
Approximately January 2015: implementation 
contract award
Mid-2015: Begin AOPS construction
2018: Delivery of first ship

The Numbers 2 ships for C$2.3 billion (US$2.1 billion). 
Option for one more ship (if affordable/if 
additional internal funding available)

Background Thyssen Krupp Marine Systems Canada 
awarded contract. Military-off-the-shelf: 
Berlin class (specifically the FGS Bonn)

Service life 30 years

L/B/T 173.7 m/24.0 m/7.4 m or 570 ft./ 78.75 ft./24.3 ft.

Speed Maximum 20 knots @ 90% MCR

Range To be determined

Endurance (food/fuel) 29 days for task group

Propulsion 2 x 7,200 kW
2 x controllable pitch propeller

RAS capability 2 x dual-purpose plus stern fuel (only for 
small ship and submarine at anchor)

Crane lift 1 x safe working load (SWL) 24 tons  
(for lifting twenty-foot equivalent units 
and landing crafts, vehicle, personnel

Defense 2 x close-in weapons system
4 x naval remote weapons system

Aviation facilities 2 x Sikorsky CH-148 Cyclones

Medical facilities Role 2 enhanced (Role 2E) hospital (pri-
mary surgery, intensive care unit nursed 
beds, enhanced field laboratory, casualty 
decontamination, preventative medicine, 
environmental health, primary dental care, 
patient evacuation, and so forth)

Flex space Fifty-plus twenty-foot equivalent units

Crew 239

Milestones July 2013: contract award to Thyssen Krupp Marine 
Systems Canada (Military-off-the-shelf) design
To be determined: contract construction award
2016: Begin JSS construction
2019: Delivery of first ship

VESSEL UPDATE: Artic/Offshore Patrol Ship (AOPS)
AOPS is a new class and needed capability as an integral part 
of the government’s Northern Strategy and coastal sovereign-
ty. AOPS is to provide armed presence, surveillance, and re-
sponse in Canada’s economic exclusion zone, which includes 
the Arctic and littoral regions. Its inclusion in maritime do-
main awareness will assist in contributing to a networked 
common operating picture.

VESSEL UPDATE: Joint Support Ship (JSS)
JSS is a replacement class to the RCN’s aging auxiliary oiler re-
plenishment ships, which are integral to RCN task force deploy-
ments and missions. JSS is a multi-purpose supply ship that is 
task-tailored and globally deployable. The ships will provide at-
sea support (fuel, stores, equipment, rations, ammunition, and 
medical services) to deployed naval task groups. JSS will be the 
first large ship of the NSPS non-combat work package to be ex-
ecuted by VSY and two ships will be built in succession, with the 
CCG’s polar icebreaker being built afterwards.
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The numbers Up to 15 ships for $26. 2B (CAD)

Highlights Area air defense/task group command and  
control variant. General purpose variant

Service life 30 years

L/B/T <155 m/<20.3 m/<11.0 m or <509 ft./<66.6 ft. 
/<36.1 ft.

Speed 
(maximum)

Not less than 30 knots

Range 
(minimum)

Approximately 5,500 NM @ 18 knots (to be 
determined)

Endurance Sustained operations for ≥4 months

Propulsion Hybrid/full electric/conventional  
(to be determined)

Weapons To be determined—suitable for each variant

Sensors To be determined—suitable for each variant

C4ISR To be determined—suitable for each variant

Aviation facilities 1 or 2 Sikorsky CH-148 Cyclone(s) helicopters. Can 
accommodate unmanned vehicles

Boats To be determined

Environmental IMO Tier III, ballast water, oil tank protection

Crew Area air defense/task group command and control 
variant = approximately 255 (200 core/55 mission)
GP = approximately 230 (190 core/40 mission)

Milestones TBD: definition contract award
TBD: implementation contract award
2020: begin CSC construction
2025: delivery of first ship

The numbers 3 vessels for C$244 million (US$224 million)

Highlights Modern gear for surveys up to approximately 
2,500 m depth. Quieted operations

Displacement Approximately 2,650 tons

L/B/T <67 m/<16 m/<6.5 m or  
<220 ft./<52.5 ft./<21.3 ft.

Speed 
(maximum)

Approximately 14 knots

Range (minimum) Approximately 6,000 NM 
 @ <14kts (to be determined)

Endurance Sustained operations for 31 days

Propulsion Approximately 4,500 kW installed  
(3 x 1,500 kW).
Approximately 2,250 kW,  
integrated electric/diesel electric.
Single shaft and bow thruster

Sea state 6 capable plus Polar class 7

Crew Up to 43 (approximately 25 core/ 
approximately 18 science)

Milestones Feb 2013: construction engineering phase
Approximately April 2016: delivery of first ship
Late 2016: delivery of second ship
Early 2017: delivery of third ship

VESSEL UPDATE: Canadian surface combatant (CSC)
CSC is a replacement class to recapitalize the RCN’s current capa-
bility of three command and control area air warfare destroyers 
and twelve multi-purpose frigates. The ships will defend against 
multiple threats in the open ocean and in the highly complex 
coastal environment. CSC will not be the first large ship of the 
NSPS combat work package executed by ISI (AOPS is first), but it 
will be an extremely complex build. Additionally, there will be two 
variants in the class: area air defense/task group command and 
control variant and general purpose variant.

VESSEL UPDATE: Offshore Fisheries Science Vessel (OFSV) 
OFSV is a replacement class to four CCG vessels home-ported on 
both coasts. The vessels will support critical scientific research and 
ecosystem-based management off the Canadian coast. OFSVs will 
conduct fisheries and oceanographic survey missions, sampling 
at up to 2,500 m depth. Design priorities will be for quiet opera-
tions and modern deck and trawl gear.
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The numbers 1 vessel for C$144.4 million (US$132  
million) (option for 1 more vessel if funds 
forthcoming)

Highlights Longer endurance survey operations

Displacement Approximately 3,680 tons

L/B/T Approximately 78.1 m/<16 m/<6.1 m or 
<256 ft./<52.5 ft./<20 ft.

Speed (maximum) Approximately 14 knots

Range (minimum) Approximately 13,250 NM  
@ approximately 12knots

Endurance Sustained operations for approximately 
84 days

Propulsion Approximately 3,870 kW installed (3 x 
1,290 kW). Diesel electric with azimuthing 
thrusters plus single bow thruster

Sea state 6 capable plus Polar class 7

Crew Up to 56 (approximately 33 core/ 
approximately 23 science)

Milestones Jun 2014: construction engineering contract
Sep 2017: delivery of ship

The numbers 1 vessel for C$1.3 billion (US$1.2 billion)  
(option for 1 more vessel if funds forthcoming)

Highlights Three-season endurance in the Arctic

Displacement Approximately 16,000 tons

L/B/T <149 m/<28 m/<11 m or  <490 ft./<92 ft./<36 ft.

Speed 
(maximum)

Approximately 18 knots, approximately 3-4 
knots (in ice)

Range (minimum) To be determined

Endurance Autonomous three-season arctic operations 
(approximately 270 days)

Propulsion Approximately 40-50 MW, fully-i 
ntegrated diesel electric. Two shafts controllable 
pitch propellers

Polar class Polar class 3 – Polar class 2 (2-3 m of multiyear 
arctic ice). Design ice conditions of 2.5 m/700 kPa

Crew Up to 125 (approximately 60 core/approximately 
40 science/ approximately 25 surge)

Milestones Approximately Aug 2014: construction  
engineering contract
Delivery of ship to be determined  
after build of 2 x JSS hulls

VESSEL UPDATE: Offshore Oceanography  
Science Vessel (OOSV)
OOSV is a replacement to the CCG’s largest science vessel (CCGS 
Hudson) to support the science mandate of the Department of 
Fisheries & Oceans, as well as the mandates of other government 
departments and agencies. Home-ported on the east coast, the 
science vessel will conduct oceanographic, geological, and hy-
drographical survey missions with significant “at-sea” endur-
ance (approximately 84 days).

VESSEL UPDATE: Polar Icebreaker (PI)
The polar icebreaker is a replacement to CCG’s aging heavy 
icebreaker. The primary purpose will be to deliver the gov-
ernment of Canada programs in the Arctic with supported 
programs addressed by a modular mission payload approach. 
Polar icebreaker will support, provide, and defend: sover-
eignty; economic and social development; governance; and 
environmental protection in the Arctic. It will be capable of 
unrestricted autonomous operations in Canadian Arctic and 
adjacent water for approximately 270 days and more difficult 
ice conditions. Polar icebreaker will be the second large ship 
class of the NSPS non-combat work package undertaken by 
Seaspan VSY after JSS.
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The offshore patrol vessel (OPV) and the medium endurance 
multi-tasked vessel (MEMTV) were recently announced by the 
government for the CCG, and as such there is limited specific 
information available. The OPV is a replacement for the pres-
ent CCG patrol boats. They will be large, all-weather, offshore, 
ice-strengthened vessels that will have an endurance of ap-
proximately six weeks at sea. Their primary role will be fisher-
ies protection in Canadian waters. OPVs also will be capable of 
open-ocean transit, search and rescue, aids to navigation sup-
port, and environmental response.

The MEMTV is a replacement class for “Marine Service” 
CCG vessels. They will be large, shallow-draft vessels that will 
have an endurance of approximately four weeks at sea. Their 
primary role will be to deploy, recover, and maintain aids to 
navigation. MEMTVs also will be capable of search and res-
cue, fisheries management, and environmental operations.

In all, there are approximately 42 large vessels and approx-
imately 116 small boats proposed to be built as part of NSPS. 
This is truly a long-term strategy by the Canadian government 
to support the marine industry’s continued development and 
to recapitalize its federal f leets. MT

LCDR Robert D’Eon is a naval architect in the Royal Canadian Navy, on exchange with 

the United States Navy.

Learn More
For more information on the NSPS programs outlined in 
this article, check out the following resources.

The Canadian Coast Guard Web site offers information on CCG vessel 
procurement: http://www.ccg-gcc.gc.ca/vessel-procurement

The Department of National Defense Web site offers 
information on the following three vessels:

The Arctic/Offshore Patrol Ship: http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/ 
business-equipment/arctic-offshore-patrol-ships.page

The Canadian surface combatant (CSC): http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/
business-equipment/canadian-surface-combatant.page

The joint support ship (JSS): http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/ 
business-equipment/joint-support-ship.page

The Public Works and Government Services Canada Web site offers 
information on the NSPS: http://www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/app-acq/
sam-mps/snacn-nsps-eng.html
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